
90 LICs/LITs

RRM was established in 2020 with a specific focus on improving Rated and Non-Rated
investment reports (LICs/LITs, ETFs, unlisted Managed Funds).

RRM is launching the LIC/LIT Monthly, the first of three such investment vehicle specific
monthly publications, with the other two being ETFs and Unlisted Managed Funds.

200 ETFs

250 Unlisted Managed Funds

These will be either Rated (for contracted investment
managers) or quant based Non-Rated profiles for
non-contracted investment managers.

This will represent the only comprehensive coverage
market of the listed sector, including the fast growing
ETF segment.

OVERVIEW

Across the three separate publications,
Coverage will include:



Rated report profiles that 
had not changed for in 
excess of 10 years (still 

solely PDF based);

THE GAP IN THE MARKET

Improve qualitative and 
quantitative content –

address the key points, 
improve readability 

(concise without 
compromising quality), 
write reports to address 
pertinent issues rather 
than reflect a formulaic 

Q&A process to address 
a report template;

Remove the 12-month 
static constraint on 

Rated and Non-Rated 
reports (RRM reports 

update monthly);

Embedded HTML 
functionality through two 
‘Click for . . . .’ buttons in 

the PDF report to 
provide significantly 

more detailed 
performance and peer 

relativity analysis.

Embedded HTML 
functionality permits: 
keeping the ‘headline’ 
report concise (less is 

more), enables 
institutional grade 

risk/return and peer 
analysis for interested 

investors (more is more), 
permits dynamic charts 

(switch certain strategies 
off / on, alter timeline for 

additional focus). 

The LIC/LIT and ETF monthlies are Specifically designed to address:



The separate LIC/LIT 
and ETF monthlies will 
incorporate:

Sector Insights;

Performance tables encompassing returns & risk/capital preservation metrics on 
both absolute and peer relativity basis;

Rankings heat map in which to facilitate focus on relative performance;

Do so on a Monthly basis;

Profiles incorporate detailed quantitative analysis and value-add qualitative content;

Enable Investment Managers to distribute relevant materials/profile as they see fit, 
given RRM has a retail license.

Rated and Non-rated profiles. Ratings focus on LICs/LITs and Active ETFs and will 
grow over time;

THE PRODUCT



The RRM quantitative analysis,
a large part of which is
accessible by way of the HTML
functionality, can be divided into
four buckets:

1 Returns;

Risk/Capital preservation;

Performance Path; and

Efficiency

2

3

4

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK



QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

Returns - Absolute & Peer Index Relative
• Time Specific: monthly + calendar year; 1-,3-, 6-month, 1-, 3-, 

5-yr, SI* %p.a. Distribution of monthly returns.
• Rolling Returns: 1-, 3-yr.
• Income Yield (function of both NTA and Share Price).
• All above return metrics relative to Peer Group Index (the 

‘Primary Index’**) returns.
• Select Return metrics relative to manager/RRM selected 

industry b’mark indices (‘Secondary Index’).

Performance Path
• Tracking Error (time specific + rolling 12-month).
• Beta (time specific + rolling 12-month).
• Correlation (time specific, downside, + rolling 12-, 36-month) 

+ matrix vs all individual Peer Group constituents.
• Distribution Ratios (conditional variance, expected tail return, 

etc).

Risk / Capital Preservation
• Maximum Drawdown, Time to Recover + Top 5 Maximum 

Drawdowns & Time to Recover.
• Standard Deviation, Downside Deviation.
• Rolling Standard Deviation (1-, 3-yr) + vs Peer Group
• Peer Group Index percentile metrics for Standard Deviation 

and Maximum Drawdown.

Manager Efficiency
• Up-/Down-market Capture ratio vs Peer Index Group.
• Manager Consistency vs Peer Index Group.
• Sharpe, Sortino, Information ratios (multiple period time 

specific + rolling periods).
• Risk / Return Scatter Charts (1-, 3-yr, SI).
• Success Ratios (winning / losing years, etc).

* Since Inception  ** RRM intentionally emphasises Peer Index relativity benchmarks (the Primary Index) over more conventional industry benchmark indices (Secondary Index). 



Risk Return Metrics Pty Ltd (ABN 98 642 969 819, AFSR no. 001286457) was established by the company’s principal Rodney Lay in June 2020 with the express intention to provide institutional grade absolute and 
relative performance analysis and ratings for retail and wholesale investors, IFAs and investment managers. The primary focus is on the managed investment sectors, both LICs/LITs and Active and Passive ETFs listed on 
the Australian market. A secondary focus is on the provision of select quantitative based profiles on select Australian domiciled unlisted managed funds. In total, RRM is expected to provide monthly updates on 
approximately 550 Australian domiciled investment strategies across the full asset class spectrum. 

The investment product reports produced by RRM contain a number of differentiating factors to which have and are currently available in the Australian market, with the most notable being 1)  HTML-based sub-
reports for each strategy and 2) the emphasis on peer group benchmarking for comparative analysis as opposed to the industry standard of utilising industry benchmarks. 

The former function enables the provision of detailed metrics regarding returns, risk/capital preservation, performance path, and efficiency, but does so by way of the sub-report feature without comprising the 
conciseness and readability of the primary report. Less is More, and More is More. The latter is viewed as a superior comparative basis in terms of facilitating investor choice regarding competing investment strategies 
in a particular (sub-)asset class. 

In March 2021, RRM successfully obtained both a retail and wholesale research rating license (Risk Return Metrics Pty Ltd is an authorised representative of Alpha Securities Pty Ltd (ACN: 124 327 064, AFSL: 330757). 
The retail license is essential to enabling the broad distribution of rated research reports, and is deemed essential for both the LIC/LIT and, in particular, the fast growing ETF segment in Australia, from the perspective 
of maximising value of ratings research dollar spent by investment managers. 

Rodney Lay has 25 years’ experience in investment analysis, first starting as an equities analyst at BZW / ABN Amro. Subsequently, he specialised in structured products in the lead up to the GFC and then moved to a 
dedicated focus on listed and unlisted managed investments. Rodney has had a long involvement in the listed space of the market, both LICs/LITs and ETFs. 

Asset class experience is broad, including equities (long-only, long/short, market neutral, enhanced income), global listed infrastructure and property, alternative strategies (hedge funds, global macro, quantitative 
strategies), retirement solution products, private assets, and public and private debt. Public and private debt strategies have been a particular focus over the last three years, reflecting growing retail and wholesale 
client demand.

Rodney has a strong understanding of the nuances of different investment structures, including LICs/LITs, Active ETFs, SMAs/ IMAs and the recently launched dual listed/unlisted structure. Rodney has undertaken 
investment analysis on behalf of some of the most recognised global and domestic fund managers in both the listed and unlisted investment strategy sectors.

ABOUT RMM
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